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Abstra t
Orthodox Copenhagen quantum theory renoun es the quest to understand the reality in whi h we are imbedded, and settles for pra ti al
rules that des ribe onne tions between our observations. However,
an examination of ertain nonlo al features of quantum theory suggests that the per eived need for this renun iation was due to the
un riti al importation from lassi al physi s of a rippling metaphysi al prejudi e, and that reje tion of that prejudi e opens the way to a
dynami al theory of the intera tion between mind and brain that has
signi ant explanatory power.
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\Nonlo ality gets more real". This is the provo ative title of a re ent
report in Physi s Today (1998). Three experiments are ited. All three
on rm to high a ura y the predi tions of quantum theory in experiments
that suggest the o urren e of an instantaneous a tion over a large distan e.
The most spe ta ular of the three experiments begins with the produ tion
of pairs of photons in a lab in downtown Geneva. For some of these pairs,
one member is sent by opti al ber to the village of Bellevue, while the other
is sent to the town of Bernex. The two towns lie more than 10 kilometers
apart. Experiments on the arriving photons are performed in both villages at
essentially the same time. What is found is this: The observed onne tions
between the out omes of these experiments defy explanation in terms of
ordinary ideas about the nature of the physi al world on the s ale of dire tly
observable obje ts. This on lusion is announ ed in opening senten e of the
report (Tittle et al. 1998) that des ribes the experiment: \Quantum theory
is nonlo al".
This observed e e t is not just an a ademi matter. A possible appliation of interest to the Swiss is this: The e e t an be used in prin iple
to transfer banking re ords over large distan es in a se ure way (Tittle et
al. 1999). But of far greater importan e to physi ists is its relevan e to two
fundamental questions: What is the nature of physi al reality? What is the
form of basi physi al theory?
The answers to these questions depend ru ially on the nature of physi al
ausation. Isaa Newton ere ted his theory of gravity on the idea of instant
a tion at a distan e. A ording to Newton's theory, if a person were to
suddenly ki k a stone, and send it ying o in some dire tion, every parti le
in the entire universe would immediately begin to feel the e e t of that ki k.
Thus, in Newton's theory, every part of the universe is instantly linked,
ausally, to every other part. To even think about su h an instantaneous
a tion one needs the idea of the instant of time \now", and a sequen e of
su h instants ea h extending over the entire universe.
This idea that what a person does in one pla e ould instantly a e t
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physi al reality in a faraway pla e is a mind-boggling notion, and it was
banished from lassi al physi s by Einstein's theory of relativity. But the
idea resurfa ed at the quantum level in the debate between Einstein and
Bohr. Einstein obje ted to the \mysterious a tion at a distan e", whi h
quantum theory seemed to entail, but Bohr defended \the ne essity of a nal
renun iation of the lassi al ideal of ausality and a radi al revision of our
attitude towards the problem of physi al reality"(Bohr 1935).
The essen e of this radi al revision was explained by Dira at the 1927
Solvay onferen e (Dira 1928). He insisted on the restri tion of the appliation of quantum theory to our knowledge of a system, rather than to the
system itself. Thus physi al theory be ame onverted from a theory about
`physi ally reality', as it had formerly been understood, into a theory about
human knowledge.
This view is en apsulated in Heisenberg's famous statement (Heisenberg
1958):
\The on eption of the obje tive reality of the elementary parti les has
thus evaporated not into the loud of some obs ure new reality on ept, but
into the transparent larity of a mathemati s that represents no longer the
behaviour of the parti le but rather our knowledge of this behaviour."
This on eption of quantum theory, espoused by Bohr, Dira , and Heisenberg, is alled the Copenhagen interpretation. It is essentially subje tive and
epistemologi al, be ause the basi reality of the theory is `our knowledge'.
It is ertainly true that s ien e rests ultimately on what we know. That
fa t is the basis of the Coperhagen point of view. However, the tremendous
su esses of the lassi al physi al theory inaugurated by Galileo, Des artes,
and Newton during the seventeenth entury, had raised the hope and expe tation that human beings ould extra t from areful observation, and the
imaginative reation of testable hypotheses, a valid idea of the general nature, and rules of behaviour, of the reality in whi h our human knowledge is
imbedded. Giving up on that hope is indeed a radi al shift. On the other
hand, lassi al physi al theory left part of reality out, namely our ons ious
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experien es. Thus it had no way to a ount either for the existen e of our
ons ious experien es or for how knowledge an reside in those experien es.
Hen e bringing human experien e into our understanding of reality seems to
be a step in the right dire tion: it might allow s ien e to explain, eventually,
how we know what we know. But Copenhagen quantum theory is only a
half-way house: it does bring in human experien e, but at the sti pri e of
ex luding the rest of reality.
Yet how ould the renowned s ientists who reated Copenhagen quantum
theory ever believe, and sway most other physi ists into believing, that a
omplete s ien e ould leave out the physi al world? It is ertainly undeniable
that we an never know for sure that a proposed theory of the world around
us is really true. But that is not a suÆ ient reason to renoun e, as a matter
of prin iple, the attempt to form at least a oherent idea of what the world
ould be like. Clearly some extraordinarily powerful onsideration was in
play.
That powerful onsideration was a basi idea about the nature of physi al ausation that had been inje ted into physi s by Einstein's theory of
relativity. That idea was not working!
The problem is this. Quantum theory often entails that an a t of a quiring knowledge in one pla e instantly hanges the theoreti al representation
of some faraway system. Physi ists were|and are|relu tant to believe that
performing a nearby a t an instantly hange a faraway physi al reality. However, they re ognize that \our knowledge" of a faraway system an instantly
hange when we learn something about a nearby system. In parti ular, if
ertain properties of two systems are known to be strongly orrelated, then
nding out something about one system an tell us someing about the other.
For example, if we know that two parti les start from some known point at
the same time, and then move away from that point at the same speeds,
but in opposite dire tions, then nding one of these parti les at a ertain
point allows us to `know' where the other parti le lies at that same instant: it must lie at the same distan e from the starting point as the observed
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parti le, but in the opposite dire tion. In this simple ase we do not think
that the a t of observing the position of one parti le auses the other parti le
to be where it is. We realize that is only our knowledge of the faraway system that has hanged. This analogy allows us resolve, by at, any mystery
about an instantaneous faraway e e t of a nearby a t: if something faraway
an instantly be altered by a nearby a t then it must be our knowledge. But
then the analog in quantum theory of the physi al reality of lassi al physi al
theory must be our knowledge.
This way of dodging the a tion-at-a-distan e problem was hallenged by
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (1935) in a famous paper entitled: \Can
quantum-me hani al des ription of physi al reality be onsidered omplete?"
The issue was whether a theory that is spe i ed to be merely a set of rules
about onne tions between human experien es an be onsidered to be a
omplete des ription of physi al reality. Einstein and his olleagues gave
a reasonable de nition of \physi al reality", and then argued, dire tly from
some basi pre epts of quantum theory itself, that the answer to this question
is `No'. But Bohr (1935) omposed a subtle reply.
Given the enormity of what must exist in the universe, and the relative
smallness human knowledge, it is astonishing that, in the minds of most
physi ists, Bohr prevailed over Einstein in this debate: the majority of quantum physi ists a quies ed to Bohr's laim that quantum theory, regarded as
a theory about human knowledge, is a omplete des ription of physi al reality. This majority opinion stems, I believe, more from the la k of a promising
alternative andidate than from any de isive logi al argument.
Einstein (1951), ommenting on the orthodox Copenhagen position, said:
\What I dislike about this kind of argument is the basi positivisti attitude,
whi h from my view is untenable, and seems to me to ome to the same
thing as Berkeley's prin iple, esse est per ipi, \to be is to be per eived".
Several other s ientists also reje t the majority opinion. For example, Murray
Gell-Mann (1979) asserts: \Niels Bohr brainwashed a whole generation into
believing that the problem was solved fty years ago". Gell-mann believes
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that in order to integrate quantum theory oherently into osmology, and to
understand the evolutionary pro ess that has produ ed reatures that an
have knowledge, one needs to have a oherent theory of the evolving quantum
me hani al reality in whi h these reatures are imbedded.
It is in the ontext of su h e orts to onstru t a more omplete theory
that the signi an e of the experiments pertaining to quantum nonlo ality
lies.
The point is this: If nature really is nonlo al, as these experiments suggest, then the way is open to the development of a rationally oherent theory
of nature that integrates the subje tive knowings introdu ed by Copenhagen
quantum theory into an obje tively existing and evolving physi al reality.
The basi framework is provided by the version of quantum theory onstru ted by John von Neumann (1932)
All physi al theories are, of ourse, provisional, and subje t to future revision and elaboration. But at a given stage in the development of s ien e
the ontending theories an be evaluated on many grounds, su h as utility,
parsimony, predi tive power, explanatory power, on eptual simpli ity, logi al oheren e, and aestheti beauty. The development of von Neumann's
theory that I shall des ribe here fares well on all of these ounts.
To understand von Neumann's improvement one must appre iate the
problems with its prede essor. Copenhagen quantum theory gives spe ial status to measuring devi es. These devi es are physi al systems: they are made
up of atomi onstituents. But in spite of this, these devi es are ex luded
from the world of atomi onstituents that are des ribed in the mathemati al
language of quantum theory. The measuring devi es, are des ribed, instead,
in a di erent language, namely by \the same means of ommuni ation as
the one used in lassi al physi s" (Bohr 1958). This approa h renders the
theory pragmati ally useful but physi ally in oherent. It links the theory to
\our knowledge" of the measuring devi es in a useful way, but disrupts the
dynami al unity of the physi al world by treating in di erent ways di erent
atomi parti les that are intera ting with ea h other. This tearing apart of
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the physi al world reates huge on eptual problems, whi h are du ked in
the Copenhagen approa h by renoun ing man's ability to understand reality.
The Copenhagen version of quantum theory is thus a hybrid of the old
familiar lassi al theory, whi h physi ists were understandably relu tant to
abandon ompletely, and a totally new theory based on radi ally di erent
on epts. The old ideas, on epts, and language were used to des ribe our
experien es, but the old idea that visible obje ts were made up of tiny material obje ts resembling miniature planets, or minute ro ks, was dropped.
The observed physi al world is des ribed rather by a mathemati al stru ture
that an best be hara terized as representing information and propensities:
the information is about ertain events that have o urred in the past, and
the propensities are obje tive tenden ies pertaining to future events.
These \events" are the fo al point of quantum theory: they are happenings that in the Copenhagen approa h are ambiguously asso iated both
with the \measuring devi es" and with in rements in the knowledge of the
observers who are examining these devi es. Ea h in rement of knowledge is
an event that updates the knowledge of the observers by bringing it in line
with the observed out ome of an event o urring at a devi e. The agreement
between the event at the devi e and the event in the mind of the observer is
to be understood in the same way as it is understood in lassi al physi s.
But there's the rub: the onne tion between human knowledge and the
physi al world never has been understood in lassi al physi s. The seventeenth entury division between mind and matter upon whi h lassi al physi ally theory was ere ted was su h a perfe t leavage that no re on iliation
has ever been a hieved, in spite of tremendous e orts. Nor is su h a re on iliation possible within lassi al physi s. A ording to that theory, the world
of matter is built out of mi ros opi entities whose behaviours are xed by
intera tion with their immediate neighbors. Every physi al thing or a tivity
is just some arrangement of these lo al building blo ks and their motions,
and all of the ne essary properties of all of these physi al omponents are
onsequen es of the postulated ontologi al and dynami al properties of the
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tiny parts. But these properties, whi h are expressible in terms of numbers
assigned to spa e-time points, or small regions, do not entail the existen e of
the de ning qualities of ons ious experien e, whi h are experiential in hara ter. Thus the experiential aspe t of nature is not entailed by the prin iples
of lassi al physi al theory, but must be postulated as an ad ho supernumerary that makes no di eren e in the ourse of physi al events. This does
not yield the on eptually uni ed sort of theory that physi ists seek, and
provides no dynami al basis for the evolution, through natural sele tion, of
the experiential aspe t of nature.
The fa t that quantum theory is intrinsi ally a theory of mind-matter intera tion was not lost upon the early founders and workers. Wolfgang Pauli,
John von Neumann, and Eugene Wigner were three of the most rigorous
thinkers of that time. They all re ognized that quantum theory was about
the mind-brain onne tion, and they tried to develop that idea. However, most physi ists were more interested in experiments on relatively simple
atomi systems, and were understandably relu tant to get su ked into the
huge question of the onne tion between mind and brain. Thus they were
willing to sa ri e ertain formerly-held ideals of unity and ompleteness,
and take pra ti al su ess to be the measure of good s ien e.
This retreat both buttressed, and was buttressed by, two of the main
philosophi al movements of the twentieth entury. One of these, materialismbehaviourism, e e tively denies the existen e of our ons ious \inner lives",
and the other, postmodern-so ial- onstru tionism, views s ien e as a so ial
onstru t without any obje tive mind-independent ontent. The time was
not yet ripe, either philosophi ally or s ienti ally, for a serious attempt to
study the physi s of mind-matter onne tion. Today, however, as we enter
the third millenium, there is a huge surge of interest among philosophers,
psy hologists, and neuros ientists in re onne ting the aspe ts of nature that
were torn asunder by seventeenth entury physi ists.
John von Neumann was one of the most brilliant mathemati ians and
logi ians of his age, and he followed where the mathemati s and logi led.
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From the point of view of the mathemati s of quantum theory it makes no
sense to treat a measuring devi e as intrisi ally di erent from the olle tion
of atomi onstituents that make it up. A devi e is just another part of the
physi al universe, and it should be treated as su h. Moreover, the ons ious
thoughts of a human observer ought to be ausally onne ted most dire tly
and immediately to what is happening in his brain, not to what is happening
out at some measuring devi e.
The mathemati al rules of quantum theory spe ify learly how the measuring devi es are to be in luded in the quantum me hani ally des ribed
physi al world. Von Neumann rst formulated arefully the mathemati al
rules of quantum theory, and then followed where that mathemati s led.
It led rst to the in orporation of the measuring devi es into the quantum
me hani ally des ribed physi al universe, and eventually to the in lusion of
everything built out of atoms and their onstituents. Our bodies and brains
thus be ome, in von Neumann's approa h, parts of the quantum me hani ally des ribed physi al universe. Treating the entire physi al universe in this
uni ed way provides a on eptually simple and logi ally oherent theoreti al
foundation that heals the rupturing of the physi al world introdu ed by the
Copenhagen approa h. It postulates, for ea h observer, that ea h experiential event is onne ted in a ertain spe i ed way to a orresponding brain
event. The dynami al rules that onne t mind and brain are very restri tive,
and this leads to a mind-brain theory with signi ant explanatory power.
Von neumann showed in prin iple how all of the predi tions of Copenhagen quantum theory are ontained in his version. However, von Neumann
quantum theory gives, in prin iple, mu h more than Copenhagen quantum
theory an. By providing an obje tive des ription of the entire history of
the universe, rather than merely rules onne ting human observations, von
Neumann's theory provides a quantum framework for osmologi al and biologi al evolution. And by in luding both brain and knowledge, and also the
dynami al laws that onne t them, the theory provides a rationally oherent
dynami al framework for understanding the relationship between brain and
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mind.
There is, however, one major obsta le: von Neumann's theory, as he
formulated it, appears to on i t with Einstein's theory of relativity.
Re on iliation with Relativity

Von Neumann formulated his theory in a nonrelativisti approximation:
he made no attempt to re on ile it with the empiri ally validated features of
Einstein's theory of relativity.
This re on iliation is easily a hieved. One an simply repla e the nonrelativisti theory used by von Neumann with modern relativisti quantum
theory. This theory is alled relativisti quantum eld theory. The word
\ eld" appears here be ause the theory deals with su h things as the quantum analogs of the ele tri and magneti elds. To deal with the mind-brain
intera tion one needs to onsider the physi al pro esses in human brains.
The relevant quantum eld theory is alled quantum ele trodynami s. The
relevant energy range is that of atomi and mole ular intera tions. I shall assume that whatever high-energy theory eventually prevails in quantum
physi s, it will redu e to quantum ele trodynami s in this low-energy regime.
But there remains one apparent problem: von Neumann's nonrelativisti
theory is built on the Newtonian on ept of the instants of time, `now',
ea h of whi h extends over all spa e. The evolving state of the universe,
S (t), is de ned to be the state of the entire universe at the instant of time
t. Einstein's theory of relativity reje ted, at least within lassi al physi al
theory, the idea that the Newtonian idea of the instant \now" ould have
any obje tive meaning.
Standard formulations of relativisti quantum eld theories (Tomonaga
1946 & S hwinger 1951) have e e tive instants \now", namely the TomonagaS hwinger surfa es  . As Pauli on e strongly emphasized to me, these surfa es, while they may give a ertain aura of relativisti invarian e, do not
di er signi antly from the onstant-time surfa es \now" that appear in the
Newtonian physi s. All e orts to remove ompletely from quantum theory
the distin tive role of time, in omparison to spa e, have failed.
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To obtain an obje tive relativisti version of von Neumann's theory one
need merely identify the sequen e of onstant-time surfa es \now" in his theory with a orresponding obje tively de ned sequen e of Tomonaga-S hwinger
surfa es  .
Giving spe ial obje tive physi al status to a parti ular sequen e of spa elike surfa es does not disrupt any testable demands of the theory of relativity:
this relativisti version of von Neumann's theory is fully ompatible with the
theory of relativity at the level of empiri ally a essible relationships. But
the theory does on i t with a metaphysi al idea spawned by the theory of
relativity, namely the idea that there is no dynami ally preferred sequen e of
instantaneous \nows". The theory resurre ts, at a deep level, the Newtonian
idea of instantaneous a tion.
The astronomi al data (Smoot et al. 1992) indi ates that there does
exist, in the observed universe, a preferred sequen e of `nows': they de ne the
spe ial set of surfa es in whi h, for the early universe, matter was distributed
almost uniformly in mean lo al velo ity, temperature, and density. It is
natural to assume that these empiri ally spe i ed surfa es are the same as
the obje tive preferred surfa es \now" of von Neumann quantum theory.
Nonlo ality and Relativity

von Neumann's obje tive theory immediately a ounts for the fasterthan-light transfer of information that seems to be entailed by the nonlo ality
experiments: the out ome that appears rst, in the ited experiment, o urs
in one or the other of the two Swiss villages. A ording to the theory, this
earlier event has an immediate e e t on the evolving state of the universe,
and this hange has an immediate e e t on the propensities for the various
possible out omes of the measurement performed slightly later in the other
village.
This feature|that there is some sort of obje tive instantaneous transfer
of information| on i ts with the spirit of the theory of relativity. However,
this quantum e e t is of a subtle kind: it a ts neither on matter, nor on lo ally
onserved energy-momentum, nor on anything else that exists in the lassi al
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on eption of the physi al world that the theory of relativity was originally
designed to over. It a ts on a mathemati al stru ture that represents, rather,
information and propensities.
The theory of relativity was originally formulated within lassi al physi al
theory. This is a deterministi theory: the entire history of the universe is
ompletely determined by how things started out. Hen e all of history an
be on eived to be laid out in a four-dimensional spa etime. The idea of
\be oming", or of the gradual unfolding of reality, has no natural pla e in
this deterministi on eption of the universe.
Quantum theory is a di erent kind of theory: it is formulated as an
indeterministi theory. Determinism is relaxed in two important ways. First,
freedom is granted to ea h experimenter to hoose freely whi h experiment
he will perform, i.e., whi h aspe t of nature he will probe; whi h question
he will put to nature. Then Nature is allowed to pi k an out ome of the
experiment, i.e., to answer to the question. This answer is partially free: it is
subje t only to ertain statisti al requirements. These elements of `freedom
of hoi e', on the part of both the human parti ipant and Nature herself,
lead to a pi ture of a reality that gradually unfolds in response to hoi es
that are not ne essarily xed by the prior physi al part of reality alone.
The entral roles in quantum theory of these dis rete hoi es|of the
hoi es of whi h questions will be put to nature, and whi h answer nature
delivers|makes quantum theory a theory of dis rete events, rather than a
theory of the ontinuous evolution of lo ally onserved matter/energy. The
basi building blo ks of the new on eption of nature are not obje tive tiny
bits of matter, but hoi es of questions and answers.
In view of these deep stru tural di eren es there is a question of priniple regarding how the stipulation that there an be no faster-than-light
transfer of information of any kind should be arried over from the invalid
deterministi lassi al theory to its indeterministi quantum su essor.
The theoreti al advantages of relaxing this ondition are great: it provides an immediate resolution all of the ausality puzzles that have blo ked
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attempts to understand physi al reality, and that have led to a renun iation
of all su h e orts. And it hands to us a rational theoreti al basis for atta king
the underlying problem of the onne tion between mind and brain.
In view of these potential advantages one must ask whether it is really
bene ial for s ientists to renoun e for all time the aim of trying to understand the world in whi h we live, in order to maintain a metaphysi al
prejudi e that arose from a theory that is known to be fundamentally in orre t?
I use the term \metaphysi al prejudi e" be ause there is no theoreti al
or empiri al eviden e that supports the non-existen e of the subtle sort of
instantaneous a tion that is involved here. Indeed, both theory and the
nonlo ality experiments, taken at fa e value, seem to demand it. The denial
of the possibility of su h an a tion is a metaphysi al ommitment that was
useful in the ontext of lassi al physi al theory. But that earlier theory
ontains no ounterpart of the informational stru ture upon whi h the a tion
in question a ts.
Renoun ing the endeavour to understand nature is a pri e too heavy to
pay to preserve a metaphysi al prejudi e.
Is Nonlo ality Real?

I began this arti le with the quote from Physi s Today: \Nonlo ality
gets more real." The arti le des ribed experiments whose out omes were
interpreted as empiri al eviden e that nature was nonlo al, in some sense.
But do nonlo ality experiments of this kind provide any real eviden e that
information is a tually transferred over spa elike intervals? An aÆrmative
answer to this question would provide dire t positive support for reje ting
the metaphysi al prejudi e in question
The eviden e is very strong that the predi tions of quantum theory are
valid in these experiments involving pairs of measurements performed at
essentially the same time in regions lying far apart. But the question is
this: Does the fa t that the predi tions of quantum theory are orre t in
experiments of this kind a tually show that information must be transferred
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instantaneously, in some (Lorentz) frame of referen e?
The usual arguments that onne t these experiments to nonlo al a tion
stem from the work of John Bell (1964). What Bell did was this. He noted
that the argument of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen was based on a ertain
assumption, namely that \Physi al Reality", whatever it was, should have at
least one key property: What is physi ally real in one region annot depend
upon whi h experiment an experimenter in a faraway region freely hooses
to do at essentially the same instant of time. Einstein and his ollaborators
showed that if this property is valid then the physi al reality in a ertain
region must in lude, or spe ify, the values that ertain unperformed measurements would have revealed if they had been performed. However, these
virtual out omes are not de ned within the quantum framework. Thus the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument, if orre t, would prove that the quantum
framework annot be a omplete des ription of physi al reality.
Bohr ountered this argument by reje ting the laimed key property of
physi al reality: he denied the laim pertaining to no instantaneous a tion
at a distan e. His rebuttal is quite subtle, and not wholly onvin ing.
Bell found a more dire t way to ounter the argument of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen. He a epted both a strong version of what Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen were trying to prove, namely that there was an underlying
physi al reality (hidden-variables) that determined the results that all of the
pertinent unperformed measurements would have if they were performed. He
also assumed, with Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen. that there was no instantaneous a tion at a distan e. Finally, Bell assumed, as did all the disputants,
that the predi tions of quantum theory were orre t. He showed that these
assumptions led to a mathemati al ontradi tion.
This ontradi tion showed that something was wrong with the argument
of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen. But it does not x where the trouble
lies. Does the trouble lie with the assumption that there is no instantaneous
a tion at a distan e? Or does it lie in the hidden-variable assumption that
\out omes" of unperformed measurements exist?
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Orthodox quantum theory gives an unequivo al answer: the hiddenvariable assumption that out omes of unperformed measurements exist is
wrong: it dire tly ontradi ts quantum philosophy!
This way of understanding Bell's result immediately disposes of any suggestion that the validity of the predi tions of quantum theory entails the
existen e of instantaneous or faster-than-light in uen es.
Bell, and others who followed his \hidden-variable" approa h, (Clauser
1978) later used assumptions that appear weaker than this original one (Bell
1987). However, this later assumption is essentially the same as the earlier
one: it turns out to entail (Stapp 1979 & Fine 1982) the possibility of de ning
numbers that ould spe ify, simultaneously, the values that all the relevant
unperformed measurements would reveal if they were to be performed. But,
as just mentioned, one of the basi pre epts quantum philosophy is that su h
numbers do not exist.
Eliminating Hidden Variables

The purpose of Bell's argument was di erent from that of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, and the logi al demands are di erent. The hallenge fa ed by
Einstein and his olleagues was to mount an argument built dire tly on the
orthodox quantum prin iples themselves. For only by pro eeding in this way
ould they get a logi al hook on the quantum physi ists that they wanted to
onvin e.
This demand posed a serious problem for Einstein and o-workers. Their
argument, like Bell's, involved a onsideration of the values that unperformed
measurements would reveal if they were to be performed. Indeed, it was
pre isely the Copenhagen laim that su h values do not exist that Einstein
and ompany wanted to prove untenable. But they needed to establish the
existen e of su h values without begging the question, i.e., without making
an assumption that was equivalent to what the were trying to show.
The strategy of Einstein et. al. was to prove the existen e of su h values
by using only quantum pre epts themselves, plus the seemingly se ure idea
from the theory of relativity that what is physi ally real `here and now'
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annot be in uen ed by what a faraway experimenter hooses to do `now'.
This strategy su eeded: Bohr (1935) was for ed into an awkward position
of reje ting Einstein's premise that \physi al reality" ould not be in uen ed
by what a faraway experimenter hooses to do:
\...there is essentally the question of an in uen e on the very onditions

whi h de ne the possible types of predi tions regarding future behavior of
the system. Sin e these onditions onstitute an inherent element of any
phenomena to whi h the term `physi ally reality' an be properly atta hed we
see that the argument of mentioned authors does not justify their on lusion
that quantum-me hani al des ription is essentially in omplete."
I shall pursue here a strategy similar to that of Einstein and his olleagues, and will be led to a on lusion similar to Bohr's, namely the failure
of Einstein's assumption that physi al reality annot be in uen ed from afar.
The rst step is to establish a logi al toe-hold by bringing in some the
notion of \what would happen" under a ondition that is not a tually realized. This is the essential key step, be ause all proofs of nonlo ality depend
basi ally on using some su h \ ounterfa tuality". But any su h step stands
in danger of on i ting with quantum philosophy. So one must se ure this
introdu tion of \ ounterfa tuality" in order to get o the ground.
A very limited, but suÆ ient, notion of ounterfa tuality an be brought
into the theoreti al analysis by ombining two ideas that are embra ed by
Copenhagen philosophy. The rst of these is the freedom of experimenters to
hoose whi h measurements they will perform. In the words of Bohr (1958):
\The freedom of experimentation, presupposed in lassi al physi s, is of
ourse retained and orresponds to the free hoi e of experimental arrangements for whi h the mathemati al stru ture of the quantum me hani al formalism o ers the appropriate latitude."
This assumption is important for Bohr's notion of omplementarity: some
information about all the possible hoi es is simultaneously present in the
quantum state, and Bohr wanted to provide the possibility that any one of
the mutually ex lusive alternatives might be pertinent. Whi hever hoi e the
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experimenter eventually makes, the asso iated set of predi tions is assumed
to hold.
The se ond idea is the ondition of no ba kward-in-time ausation. A ording to quantum thinking, experimenters are to be onsidered free to
hoose whi h measurement they will perform. Moreover, if an out ome of
a measurement appears to an observer at a time earlier than some time T ,
then this out ome an be onsidered to be xed and settled at that time
T , independently of whi h experiment will be freely hosen and performed
by another experimenter at a time later than T : the later hoi e is allowed
go either way without disturbing the out ome that has already appeared to
observers at an earlier time.
I shall make the weak assumption that this no-ba kward-in-time-in uen e
ondition holds for at least one oordinate system (x,y,z,t).
These two onditions are, I believe, ompletely ompatible with quantum
thinking, and are a normal part of orthodox quantum thinking. They ontradi t no quantum pre ept or ombination of quantum predi tions. They,
by themselves, lead to no ontradi tion. But they do introdu e into the
theoreti al framework a very limited notion of a result of an unperformed
measurement, namely the result of a measurement that is a tually performed
in one region at an earlier time t oupled with the measurement NOT performed later by some faraway experimenter. My assumption is that this
earlier out ome, whi h is a tually observed by someone, an be treated as
existing independently of whi h of the two alternative hoi es will made by
the experimenter in the later region, even though only one of the two later
options an be realized. This assumption of no in uen e ba kward in time
onstitutes the small element of ounterfa tuality that provides the needed
logi al toe-hold.
The Hardy Experimental Setup

My aim is to show that the assumptions des ribed above lead to the need
for some sort of instantaneous (or faster-than-light) transfer of information
about whi h hoi e is made by an experimenter in one region into a se ond
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region that is spa elike separated from the rst. To do this it is easiest to onsider an experiment of the kind rst dis ussed by Lu ien Hardy (1993). The
setup is basi ally similar to the ones onsidered in proofs of Bell's theorem.
There are two spa etime regions, L and R, that are \spa elike separated".
This ondition means that the two regions are situated far apart in spa e
relative to their extensions in time, so that no point in either region an be
rea hed from any point in the other without moving either faster than the
speed of light or ba kward in time. This means also that in some frame of
referen e, whi h I take to be the oordinate system (x,y,z,t) mentioned above,
the region L lies at times greater than time T , and region R lies earlier than
time T .
In ea h region an experimenter freely hooses between two possible experiments. Ea h experiment will, if hosen, be performed within that region,
and its out ome will appear to observers within that region. Thus neither
hoi e an a e t anything lo ated in the other region without there being
some in uen e that a ts faster than the speed of light or ba kward in time.
The argument involves four predi tions made by quantum theory under
the Hardy onditions. These onditions and predi tions are des ribed in Box
1.
||||||||||||||||||||||{
Box 1:

Predi tions of quantum theory for the Hardy experi-

ment.

The two possible experiments in region L are labelled L1 and L2.
The two possible experiments in region R are labelled R1 and R2.
The two possible out omes of L1 are labelled L1+ and L1-, et .
The Hardy setup involves a laser down- onversion sour e that emits a pair
of orrelated photons. The experimental onditions are su h that quantum
theory makes the following four predi tions:
1. If (L1,R2) is performed and L1- appears in L then R2+ must appear
in R.
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2. If (L2,R2) is performed and R2+ appears in R then L2+ must appear in
L.
3. If (L2,R1) is performed and L2+ appears in L then R1- must appear in
R.
4. If (L1,R1) is performed and L1- appears in L then R1+ appears sometimes
in R.
The three words \must" mean that the spe i ed out ome is predi ted to
o ur with ertainty (i.e., probability unity).
|||||||||||||||||||||||||
Two Simple Con lusions

It is easy to dedu e from our assumptions two simple on lusions.
Re all that region R lies earlier than time T , and that region L lies later
than time T .
Suppose the a tually sele ted pair of experiments is (R2, L1), and that
the out ome L1- appears in region L. Then predi tion 1 of quantum theory
entails that R2+ must have already appeared in R prior to time T . The
no-ba kward-in-time-in uen e ondition then entails that this out ome R2+
was xed and settled prior to time T , independently of whi h way the later
free hoi e in L will eventually go: the out ome in region R at the earlier
time would still be R2+ even if the later free hoi e had gone the other way,
and L2 had been hosen instead of L1.
Under this alternative ondition (L2,R2,R2+) the experiment L1 would
not be performed, and there would be no physi al reality orresponding to
its out ome. But the a tual out ome in R would still be R2+, and we
are assuming that the predi tions of quantum theory will hold no matter
whi h of the two experiments is eventually performed later in L. Predi tion
2 of quantum theory asserts that it must be L2+. This yields the following
on lusion:
Assertion A(R2):
If (R2,L1) is performed and out ome L1- appears in region L, then if
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the hoi e in L had gone the other way, and L2, instead of L1, had been
performed in L then out ome L2+ would have appeared there.
Be ause we have two predi tions that hold with ertainty, and the two
strong assumptions of `free hoi e' and `no ba kward ausation', it is not
surprising that we have been able to derive this on lusion. In an essentially
deterministi ontext we are often able to dedu e from the out ome of one
measurement what would have happened if we had made, instead, another measurement. Indeed, if knowing the later a tual out ome allows one to
know what some earlier ondition must have been, and if this earlier ondition entails a unique result of the later alternative measurement, then one
an on lude from knowledge of the later a tual out ome what would have
happened if, instead, the later alternative measurement had been performed.
This is about the simplest possible example of ounterfa tual reasoning.
Consider next the same assertion, but with R2 repla ed by R1:
Assertion A(R1):
If (R1,L1) is performed and out ome L1- appears in region L, then if
the hoi e in L had gone the other way, and L2, instead of L1, had been
performed in L then out ome L2+ would have appeared there.
This assertion annot be true. The fourth predi tion of quantum theory
asserts that under the spe i ed onditions, L1- and R1, the out ome R1+
appears sometimes in R. The no ba kward-in-time-in uen e ondition ensures that this earlier fa t would not be altered if the later hoi e in region
L had been L2. But A(R1) asserts that under this altered ondition L2+
would appear in L. The third predi tion then entails that R1- must always
appear in R. But that ontradi ts the earlier assertion that R1+ sometimes
appears in R.
The fa t that A(R2) is true and A(R1) an be stated brie y:
R2 implies LS is true, and
R1 implies LS is false,
where LS is the statement
LS :\If experiment L1 is performed in region L and gives out ome L1- in
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region L then if, instead, experiment L2 had been performed in region L the
out ome in region L would have been L2+."
These two onditions, whi h follow from `orthodox' assumptions, impose
a severe ondition on any putative model of reality. It imposes, rst of all,
a sharp onstraint that ties Nature's hoi e of out ome under one ondition
set up in L to Nature's hoi e of out ome under a di erent ondition set up
in L. And it asserts, moreover, that this onstraint depends upon what the
experimenter de ides to do in a region R that is spa elike separated from L.
I believe that it is impossible for any putative model of reality to satisfy
these onditions if the information about the free hoi e made by the experimenter in R is not available in L. La king any model that ould satisfy this
ondition without allowing the information about the hoi e made in R to
be present in L one must allow this faster-than-light transfer of information.
This extensive dis ussion of nonlo ality is intended to make thoroughly
rational the riti al assumption of the obje tive interpretation von Neumann's formulation of quantum theory that is being developed here, namely the
assumption that there is a preferred set of su essive instants \now" asso iated with the evolving obje tive quantum state of the universe.
The Physi al World as A tive Information

Von Neumann quantum theory is designed to yield all the predi tions of
Copenhagen quantum theory. But those predi tions are about onne tions
between in rements of human knowledge. Hen e the von Neumann theory
must ne essarily en ompass those in rements of knowledge. Von Neumann's
theory is, in fa t, essentially a theory of the intera tion of these subje tive
realities with an evolving obje tive physi al universe.
The evolution of this physi al universe involves three related pro esses.
The rst is the deterministi evolution of the state of the physi al universe. It
is ontrolled by the S hroedinger equation of relativisti quantum eld theory.
This pro ess is a lo al dynami al pro ess, with all the ausal onne tions
arising solely from intera tions between neighboring lo alized mi ros opi
elements. However, this lo al pro ess holds only during the intervals between
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quantum events.
Ea h of these quantum events involves two other pro esses. The rst is a
hoi e of a Yes-No question by the mind-brain system. The se ond of these
two pro esses is a hoi e by Nature of an answer, either Yes or No, to this
question. This se ond hoi e is partially free: it is a random hoi e, subje t
to the statisti al rules of quantum theory. The rst hoi e is the analog in
von Neumann theory of an essential pro ess in Copenhagen quantum theory,
namely the free hoi e made by the experimenter as to whi h aspe t of nature
is going to be probed. This hoi e of whi h aspe t of nature is going to be
probed, i.e., of whi h spe i question is going to be put to nature, is an
essential element of quantum theory: the quantum statisti al rules annot
be applied until, and unless, some spe i question is rst sele ted.
In Copenhagen quantum theory this hoi e is made by an experimenter,
and this experimenter lies outside the system governed by the quantum rules.
This feature of Copenhagen quantum theory is not altered in the transition
to von Neumann quantum theory: hoi e by a person of whi h question will
be put to nature is not ontrolled by any rules that are known or understood
within ontempory physi s. This hoi e on the part of the mind-brain system
that onstitutes the person, is, in this spe i sense, a free hoi e: it is not
governed by the physi al laws, as they are urrently understood.
Only Yes-No questions are permitted: all other possibilities an be redu ed to these. Thus ea h answer, Yes or No, inje ts one \bit" of information
into the quantum universe. These bits of information are stored in the evolving obje tive quantum state of the universe, whi h is a ompendium of these
bits of information. The quantum state state of the universe is therefore an
informational stru ture. But this stored ompendium of bits of information
has ausal power: it spe i es the propensities (obje tive tenden ies) that are
asso iated with the two alternative possible answers to the next question put
to Nature.
This essential feature of the quantum state, that it has ausal eÆ a y, in
the form of propensities for future events, I shall express by saying that the
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quantum state represents A tive Information.
On e the physi al world is understood in this way, as a stored ompendium of lo ally eÆ a ious bits of information, the instantaneous transfers of
information along the preferred surfa es \now" an be understood to be
hanges, not in personal human knowledge, but in the state of obje tive
a tive information.
Mind-Brain Intera tion

Von Neumann quantum theory|parti ularly as expli ated by Wigner
(1987)|is essentially a theory of the intera tion between the evolving physi al universe and the sequen e of events that onstitute our streams of ons iousness. The theory spe i es the general form of the intera tion between
our subje tive ons ious knowings and a tivities in our brains. However, the
details need to be lled in, predi tions dedu ed, and omparisons made to
empiri al data.
A key feature of quantum brain dynami s is the strong a tion of the
environment upon the brain. This a tion reates a powerful tenden y for the
brain to transform almost instantly (See Tegmark 2000) into an ensemble of
omponents, ea h of whi h is very similar to an entire lassi ally-des ribed
brain. I assume that this transformation does indeed o ur, and exploit it in
two important ways. First, this lose onne tion to lassi al physi s makes
the dynami s easy to des ribe: lassi al language and imagery an be used
to des ribe in familar terms how the brain behaves. Se ond, this des ription
in familar lassi al terms makes it easy to identify the important ways in
whi h this behaviour di ers from what lassi al physi s would predi t.
A key mi ro-property of the human brain pertains to the migration of
al ium ions from mi ro- hannels through whi h these ions enter the interior
of the nerve terminals to the sites where they trigger the release of a vesi le
of neuro-transmitter. The quantum me hani al rules entail (Stapp 1993,
2000) that ea h release of a vesi le of neurotransmitter auses the quantum
state of the brain to split into di erent lassi ally des ribable omponents,
or bran hes.
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Evolutionary onsiderations entail that the brain must keep the brainbody fun tioning in a oordinated way, and more spe i ally, must plan and
put into e e t, in ea h normally en ountered situation, a single oherent
ourse of a tion that meets the needs of that person. Due to the quantum
splitting mentioned above, the quantum state of the brain will tend to de ompose into omponents that spe ify alternative possible ourses of a tion. In
short, the purely me hani al evolution in a ordan e with the S hroedinger
equation will normally ause the brain to evolve into a growing ensemble of
alternative possible bran hes, ea h of whi h is essentially an entire lassi ally
des ribed brain that spe i es a possible appropriate plan or ourse of a tion.
This ensemble that onstitutes the quantum brain is mathemati ally similar to an ensemble that o urs in a lassi al treatment when one takes into
a ount the un ertainties in our knowledge of the intitial onditions of the
parti les and elds that onstitute the lassi al representation of a brain.
This lose onne tion between what quantum theory gives and what lassial physi s gives is the basi reason why von Neumann quantum theory is
able to produ e all of the orre t predi tions of lassi al physi s. To unearth
quantum e e ts one an start from this super ial similarity at the lowestorder approximation that yields the lassi al results, and then dig deeper.
In the quantum treatment there is a se ond part of the dynami s: the
ordered sequen e of mind-brain events. The e e t of ea h su h event is to
dis ard part of the ensemble that onstitutes the quantum brain, and thus
redu e that prior ensemble to a subensemble.
Three problems then arise: 1) How is the retained subensemble pi ked
out from the prior ensemble? 2) What is the hara ter of the ons ious
experien e that onstitutes the mind part of this mind-brain event? 3) What
role does this ons ious experien e, itself, play in this redu tion pro ess?
The answers to these questions are determined, in general terms, by von
Neumann's basi dynami al assumption. In the present ase this assumption
amounts to this: the physi al event redu es the initial ensemble that onstitutes the brain prior to the event to the subensemble onsisting of those
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bran hes that are ompatible with the asso iated ons ious event. This rule
is just the appli ation at the level of the brain of the same rule that Copenhagen quantum theory applies at the level of the devi e.
This dynami al onne tion means that, during an interval of ons ious
thinking, the brain hanges by an alternation between two pro esses. The
rst is the generation, by a lo al deterministi me hani al rule, of an expanding profusion of alternative possible bran hes, with ea h bran h orresponding to an entire lassi ally des ribable brain embodying some spe i
possible ourse of a tion. The brain is the entire ensemble of these separate
quasi- lassi al bran hes. The se ond pro ess involves an event that has both
physi al and experiential aspe ts. The physi al aspe t, or event, hops o
all bran hes that are in ompatible with the asso iated ons ious aspe t, or
event. For example, if the ons ious event is the experien ing of some feature
of the physi al world, then the asso iated physi al event would be the updating of the brain's representation of that aspe t of the physi al world. This
updating of the brain is a hieved by dis arding from the ensemble of quasilassi al brain states all those bran hes in whi h the brain's representation of
the physi al world is in ompatible with the information that is ons iously
experien ed.
This onne tion is similar to a fun tionalist a ount of ons iouness. But
here it is just a onsequen e of the basi prin iples of physi s, rather than
some pe uliar extra ad ho stru ture that is not logi ally entailed by the
basi physi s.
The quantum brain is an ensemble of quasi- lassi al omponents. It was
just noted that this stru ture is similar to something that o urs in lassi al
statisti al me hani s, namely a \ lassi al statisti al ensemble." But a lassi al statisti al ensemble, though stru turally similar to a quantum brain, is
fundamentally a di erent kind of thing. It is a representation of a set of truly
distin t possibilities, only one of whi h is real. A lassi al statisti al ensemble
is used when a person does not know whi h of the on eivable possibilities
is real, but an assign a `probability' to ea h possibility. In ontrast, all of
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the elements of the ensemble that onstitute a quantum brain are equally
real: no hoi e has yet been made among them, Consequently, and this is
the key point, the entire ensemble a ts as a whole in the determination of
the up oming mind-brain event.
A ons ious thought is asso iated with the a tualization of some ma ros opi quasi-stable features of the brain. Thus the redu tion event is a ma ros opi happening. And this event involves, dynami ally, the entire ensemble.
In the orresponding lassi al model ea h element of the ensemble evolves
independently, in a ordan e with a mi ro-lo al law of motion that involves
just that one bran h alone. Thus there are ru ial dynami al di eren es
between the quantum and lassi al dynami s.
The only element of dynami al freedom in the theory|insofar as we leave
out Nature's hoi es|is the hoi e made by the quantum pro essor of whi h
question it will ask next, and when it will ask it. These are the only inputs
from mind to brain dynami s. This severe restri tion on the role of mind is
what gives the theory its predi tive power.
Asking a question about something is losely onne ted to fo ussing one's
attention on it. Attending to something is the a t of dire ting one's mental
power to some task. This task might be to update one's representation of
some feature of the surrounding world, or to plan or exe ute some other sort
of mental or physi al a tion.
The key question is then this: Can freedom merely to hoose whi h question is asked, and when it is asked, lead to any statisti ally signi ant in uen e of mind on the behaviour of the brain?
The answer is Yes!
There is an important and well studied e e t in quantum theory that
depends on the timings of the redu tion events arising from the queries put
to nature. It is alled the Quantum Zeno E e t. It is not diminished by
intera tion with the environment (Stapp 1999, 2000).
The e e t is simple. If the same question is put to nature suÆ iently
rapidly and the initial answer is Yes, then any noise-indu ed di usion, or
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for e-indu ed motion, of the system away from the subensemble where the
answer is Yes will be suppressed: the system will tend to be on ned to
the subensemble where the answer is Yes. The e e t is sometimes jokingly
alled the \wat hed pot" e e t: a ording to the old adage \A wat hed pot
never boils"; just looking at it keeps it from hanging. Similarly, a state
an be pulled along gradually by posing a rapid sequen e of questions that
hange suÆ iently slowly over time. In short, a ording to the dynami al
laws of quantum me hani s, the freedom to hoose whi h questions are put
to nature, and when they are asked, allows mind to exert a strong in uen e
on the behaviour of the brain.
But what freedom is given to the human mind?
A ording to this theory, the freedom given to Nature herself is quite
limited: Nature simply gives a Yes or No answer to a question posed by
a subsystem. It seems reasonable to restri t in a similar way the hoi e
given to a human mind. The simplest way to do this is to allow brain to
sele t from among all experientially distinquishable possible ourses of a tion
spe i ed by the quasi- lassi al omponents that omprise it, the one with the
greatest statisti al weight. The mathemati al stru ture of quantum theory
is naturally suited to this task. The hoi e given to mind an then be to say
Yes or No: to onsent to, or veto, this possible ourse of a tion. The question
will be simply: Will the `optimal' ourse of a tion produ ed by brain pro ess
be pursued or not. The positive answer will ause the bran hes of the brain
that are in ompatible with this positive answer to be dis arded; the negative
answer will ause the bran hes of the brain that are in ompatible with that
negative answer to be dis arded.
The timings of the questions must also be spe i ed. I assume that the
rate at whi h the questions are asked an be in reased by ons ious e ort.
Then the quantum Zeno e e t will allow mind to keep attention fo ussed on
a task, and oppose both the random wanderings generated by un ertainties
and noise, and also any dire ted tenden y that is generated by the me hani al
for es that enter into the S hroedinger equation, and that would tend to shift
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the state of the brain out of the subspa e orresponding to the answer `Yes'.
5. Explanatory Power

Does this theory explain anything?
This theory was already in pla e (Stapp 1999) when a olleague brought to
my attention some passages from \Psy hology: The Briefer Course", written
by William James (1892). In the nal se tion of the hapter on Attention
James writes:
\I have spoken as if our attention were wholly determined by neural onditions. I believe that the array of things we an attend to is so determined.
No obje t an at h our attention ex ept by the neural ma hinery. But the
amount of the attention whi h an obje t re eives after it has aught our attention is another question. It often takes e ort to keep mind upon it. We
feel that we an make more or less of the e ort as we hoose. If this feeling
be not de eptive, if our e ort be a spiritual for e, and an indeterminate one,
then of ourse it ontributes oequally with the erebral onditions to the
result. Though it introdu e no new idea, it will deepen and prolong the stay
in ons iousness of innumerable ideas whi h else would fade more qui kly
away. The delay thus gained might not be more than a se ond in duration|
but that se ond may be riti al; for in the rising and falling onsiderations
in the mind, where two asso iated systems of them are nearly in equilibrium
it is often a matter of but a se ond more or less of attention at the outset,
whether one system shall gain for e to o upy the eld and develop itself and
ex lude the other, or be ex luded itself by the other. When developed it may
make us a t, and that a t may seal our doom. When we ome to the hapter
on the Will we shall see that the whole drama of the voluntary life hinges
on the attention, slightly more or slightly less, whi h rival motor ideas may
re eive. ..."
In the hapter on Will, in the se tion entitled \Volitional e ort is e ort
of attention" James writes:
\Thus we nd that we rea h the heart of our inquiry into volition when

we ask by what pro ess is it that the thought of any given a tion omes to
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prevail stably in the mind."
and later
\The essential a hievement of the will, in short, when it is most `voluntary,' is to attend to a diÆ ult obje t and hold it fast before the mind. ...
E ort of attention is thus the essential phenomenon of will."
Still later, James says:
\Consent to the idea's undivided presen e, this is e ort's sole a hievement." ...\Everywhere, then, the fun tion of e ort is the same: to keep
aÆrming and adopting the thought whi h, if left to itself, would slip away."
This des ription of the e e t of mind on the ourse of mind-brain pro ess
is remarkably in line with the what arose from a purely theoreti al onsideration of the quantum physi s of this pro ess. The onne tions dis erned
by psy hologists are explained of the basis of the same dynami al prin iples
that explain the underlying atomi phenomena. Thus the whole range of
s ien e, from atomi physi s to mind-brain dynami s, is brought together in
a single rationally oherent theory of an evolving osmos that onsists of a
physi al reality, made of obje tive knowledge or information, intera ting via
the quantum laws with our streams of ons ious thoughts.
Mu h experimental work on attention and e ort has o urred sin e the
time of William James. That work has been hampered by the nonexisten e
of any putative physi al theory that purports to explain how our ons ious
experien es in uen e a tivities in our brains. The behaviourist approa h,
whi h dominated psy hologi al during the rst half of the twentieth entury,
and whi h essentially abolished, in this eld, not only the use of introspe tive
data but also the very on ept of ons iousness, was surely motivated in part
by the apparent impli ation of lassi al physi s that ons iousness was either
just a feature of a me hani al brain, or had no e e t at all on the brain or
body. In either of these two ases human ons iousness ould be eliminated
from a s ienti a ount human behaviour.
The failure of the behaviourist programs led to the rehabilitation of \attention" during the early fties, and many hundreds of experiments have
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been performed during the past fty years for the purpose of investigating
empiri ally those aspe ts of human behaviour that we ordinarily link to our
ons iousness.
Harold Pashler's book \The Psy hology of Attention" (Pashler 1998) des ribes a great deal of this empiri al work, and also the intertwined theoreti al e orts to understand the nature of an information-pro essing system
that ould a ount for the intri ate details of the obje tive data. Two key
on epts are the notions of a pro essing \Capa ity" and of \Attention". The
latter is asso iated with an internally dire ted sele tion between di erent
possible allo ations of the available pro essing \Capa ity". A third on ept
is "E ort", whi h is linked to in entives, and to reports by subje ts of \trying
harder".
Pashler organizes his dis ussion by separating per eptual pro essing from
postper eptual pro essing. The former overs pro essing that, rst of all,
identi es su h basi physi al properties of stimuli as lo ation, olor, loudness,
and pit h, and, se ondly, identi es stimuli in terms of ategories of meaning.
The postper eptual pro ess overs the tasks of produ ing motor a tions and
ognitive a tion beyond mere ategori al identi ation. Pashler emphasizes
(p. 33) that \the empiri al ndings of attention studies spe i ally argue
for a distin tion between per eptual limitations and more entral limitations
involved in thought and the planning of a tion." The existen e of these
two di erent pro esses, with di erent hara teristi s, is a prin ipal theme of
Pashler's book (Pashler 1998 p. 33, 263, 293, 317, 404).
In the quantum theory of mind-brain being des ribed here there are two
separate pro esses. First, there is the un ons ious me hani al brain pro ess
governed by the S hroedinger equation. It involves pro essing units that
are represented by omplex patterns of neural a tivity (or, more generally,
of brain a tivity) and subunits within these units that allow "asso iation":
ea h unit tends to be a tivated by the a tivation of several of its subunits.
The me hani al brain evolves by the dynami al interplay of these asso iative
units. Ea h quasi- lassi al element of the ensemble that onstitutes the brain
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reates, on the basis of lues, or ues, oming from various sour es, a plan
for a possible oherent ourse of a tion. Quantum un ertainties entail that a
host of di erent possibilities will emerge. (Stapp 1993, 2000). This me hani al phase of the pro essing already involves some sele tivity, be ause the
various input lues ontribute either more or less to the emergent brain proess a ording to the degree to whi h these inputs a tivate, via asso iations,
the patterns that survive and turn into the plan of a tion.
This on eption of brain dynami s seems to a ommodate all of the pereptual aspe ts of the data des ribed by Pashler. But it is the high-level
pro essing, whi h is more losely linked to our ons ious thinking, that is of
prime interest here. The data pertaining to that se ond pro ess is the fo us
of part II of Pashler's book.
Cons ious pro ess has, a ording to the physi s-based theory des ribed
here, several distin tive hara teristi s. It onsists of a sequen e of dis rete
events ea h of whi h onsents, on the basis of a high-level evaluation that
a esses the whole brain, to an integrated ourse of a tion presented by
brain. The rapidity of these events an be in reased with e ort. E ortindu ed speed-up of the rate of o urren e of these events an, by means
of the quantum Zeno e e t, keep attention fo ussed on a task. Between
100 and 300 mse of onsent seem to be needed to x a plan of a tion, and
initiate it. E ort an, by in reasing the number of events per se ond, in rease
the input into brain a tivity of the high-level evaluation and ontrol that
hara terizes this pro ess. Ea h ons ious event pi ks out from the multitude
of quasi- lassi al possibilities reated by brain pro ess the subensemble that
is ompatible with this ons ious event. This orresponden e, between a
ons ious event and the asso iated physi al event|via a redu tion of the
prior physi al ensemble to the subensemble ompatible with the experien e of
the observer|is the ore interpretive postulate of quantum theory. Applied
at the level of the devi e it is the basis of Copenhagen quantum theory. Thus
von Neumann-Wigner quantum theory applies at the level of the brain the
same redu tion prin iple that is used by quantum physi ists to a ount both
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for the approximate validity of the laws of lassi al physi s, and also for the
deviations from those laws that produ e quantum phenomena.
Examination of Pashler's book shows that this physi s-based theory a ommodates naturally for all of the omplex stru tural features of the empiri al data that he des ribes. He emphasizes (p. 33) a spe i
nding: strong
empiri al eviden e for what he alls a entral pro essing bottlene k asso iated with the attentive sele tion of a motor a tion. This kind of bottlene k is
what the physi s-based theory predi ts: the bottlene k is the single sequen e
of mind-brain quantum events that von Neumann-Wigner quantum theory
is built upon.
Pashler (p. 279) des ribes four empiri al signatures for this kind of bottlene k, and des ribes the experimental on rmation of ea h of them. Mu h of
part II of Pashler's book is a massing of eviden e that supports the existen e
of a entral pro ess of this general kind.
This bottlene k is not automati within lassi al physi s. A lassi al
model ould easily produ e simultaneously two responses in di erent modalities, say vo al and manual, to two di erent stimuli arriving via two di erent
modalities, say auditory and ta tile: the two pro esses ould pro eed via dynami ally independent routes. Pashler (p. 308) notes that the bottlene k is
undiminished in split-brain patients performing two tasks that, at the level
of input and output, seem to be on ned to di erent hemispheres.
Pashler states (p. 293) \The on lusion that there is a entral bottlene k
in the sele tion of a tion should not be onfused with the ... debate (about
per eptual-level pro ess) des ribed in hapter 1. The nding that people
seem unable to sele t two responses at the same time does not dispute the fa t
that they also have limitations in per eptual pro essing...". I have already
mentioned the independent sele tivity inje ted into brain dynami s by the
purely me hani al part of the quantum mind-brain pro ess.
The queuing e e t for the mind- ontrolled motor responses does not exlude interferen e between brain pro esses that are similar to ea h other, and
hen e that use ommon brain me hanisms. Pashler (p. 297) notes this dis31

tin tion, and says \the prin iples governing queuing seem indi erent to neural
overlap of any sort studied so far." He also ites eviden e that suggests that
the hyptheti al timer of brain a tivity asso iated with the erebellum \is
basi ally independent of the entral response-sele tion bottlene k."(p. 298)
The important point here is that there is in prin iple, in the quantum
model, an essential dynami al di eren e between the un ons ious pro essing
arried out by the S hroedinger evolution, whi h generates via a lo al pro ess
an expanding olle tion of lassi ally on eivable possible ourses of a tion,
and the pro ess asso iated with the sequen e of ons ious events that onstitutes a stream of ons iousness. The former are not limited by the queuing
e e t, be ause all of the possibilities develop in parallel, whereas the latter
do form elements of a single queue. The experiments ited by Pashler all
seem to support this lear predi tion of the quantum approa h.
An interesting experiment mentioned by Pashler involves the simultaneous tasks of doing an IQ test and giving a foot response to a rapidly presented
sequen es of tones of either 2000 or 250 Hz. The subje t's mental age, as
measured by the IQ test, was redu ed from adult to 8 years. (p. 299)
This result supports the predi tion of quantum theory that the bottlene k
pertains to both `intelligent' behaviour, whi h requires ons ious pro essing,
and sele tion of motor response, to the extent that the latter is ons iously experien ed as either an intended or re ognized updating of the person's
body and/or environment.
The quantum approa h onstitutes, in pra ti e, a di erent way of looking
at the data: it separates the ons ious pro ess of sele ting and re ognizing
the intended or a tual reality from the un ons ious pro ess of generating
possible ourses of a tion, and puts aside, temporarily, but in a rationally
oherent quantum-based way, the question of exa tly how the hoi es assoiated with the ons ious de isions are made. The point is that quantum
theory suggests that this latter pro ess of making a dis rete hoi e is governed by a dynami s that is more omplex than the me hani al pro ess of
grinding out possibilities, and that one therefore ought not be lo ked into a
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narrow me hani al perspe tive that makes the dynami s that underlies the
two pro esses the same, and the same as the idealized dynami al pro ess that
lassi al physi al theory was based upon.
Another interesting experiment showed that, when performing at maximum speed, with xed a ura y, subje ts produ ed responses at the same
rate whether performing one task or two simultaneously: the limited apa ity
to produ e responses an be divided between two simultaneously performed
tasks. (p. 301)
Pashler also notes (p. 348) that \Re ent results strengthen the ase for
entral interferen e even further, on luding that memory retrieval is subje t to the same dis rete pro essing bottlene k that prevents simultaneous
response sele tion in two speeded hoi e tasks."
In the se tion on \Mental E ort" Pashler reports that \in entives to perform espe ially well lead subje ts to improve both speed and a ura y", and
that the motivation had \greater e e ts on the more ognitively omplex
a tivity". This is what would be expe ted if in entives lead to e ort that
produ es in reased rapidity of the events, ea h of whi h inje ts into the physi al pro ess, via quantum sele tion and redu tion, bits of ontrol information
that re e t high-level evaluation.
In a lassi al model one would expe t that a speed-up of the high-level
pro ess would be a ompanied by an in rease in the onsumption of metaboli energy, as measured by blood ow and glu ose uptake. But Pashler suggests, autiously, that this is not what the data indi ate. In any ase, the
quantum redu tion pro esses do not themselves onsume metaboli energy,
so there is, in the quantum model, no dire t need for a speed up in ons ious
pro essing itself to be a ompanied by an in reased energy onsumption in
the parts of the brain dire tly asso iated with this pro essing.
Studies of sleep-deprived subje ts suggest that in these ases \e ort works
to ountera t low arousal". If arousal is essentially the rate of o urren e of
ons ious events then this result is what the quantum model would predi t.
Pashler notes that \Performing two tasks at the same time, for example,
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almost invariably... produ es poorer performan e in a task and in reases
ratings in e ortfulness." And \In reasing the rate at whi h events o ur
in experimenter-pa ed tasks often in reases e ort ratings without a e ting
performan e". \In reasing in entives often raises workload ratings and performan e at the same time." All of these empiri al onne tions are in line
with the general prin iple that e ort in reases the rate of ons ious events,
ea h of whi h inputs a high-level evaluation and a sele tion of, or fo ussing
on, a ourse of a tion, and that this resour e an be divided between tasks.
Of ourse, some similar sort of stru ture ould presumably be worked into
a lassi al model. So the naturalness of the quantum explanations of these
empiri al fa ts is not a de isive onsideration. In the ontext of lassi al
modelling the su ess of the quantum model suggests the possible virtue
of on eptually separating the brain pro ess into two pro esses in the way
that the quantum model automati ally does. But a general theory of nature
that automati ally gives a restri tive form is superior to one that needs to
introdu e it ad ho .
Additional supporting eviden e omes from the studies of the e e t of
the ons ious pro ess upon the storage of information in short-term memory.
A ording to the physi s-based theory, the ons ious pro ess merely a tualizes a ourse of a tion, whi h then develops automati ally, with perhaps
some o asional monitoring. Thus if one sets in pla e the a tivity of retaining in memory a ertain sequen e of stimuli, then this a tivity an persist
undiminished while the entral pro essor is engaged in another task. This is
what the data indi ate.
Pashler remarks that "These on lusions ontradi t the remarkably widespread
assumption that short-term memory apa ity an be equated with, or used
as a measure of, entral resour es."(p.341). In the theory outlined here shortterm memory is stored in patterns of brain a tivity, whereas ons iousness is
asso iated with the sele tion of a subensemble of quasi- lassi al states that
are ompatible with the ons iously a epted ourse of a tion. This separation seems to a ount for the large amount of detailed data that bears
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on this question of the onne tion of short-term-memory to ons iousness
(p.337-341).
Deliberate storage in, or retrieval from, long-term memory requires foussed attention, and hen e ons ious e ort. These pro esses should, a ording to the theory, use part of the limited pro essing apa ity, and hen e
be detrimentally a e ted by a ompeting task that makes suÆ ient on urrent demands on the entral resour es. On the other hand, \per eptual"
pro essing that involves on eptual ategorization and identi ation without ons ious hoi e should not interfere with tasks that do onsume entral
pro essing apa ity. These expe tations are what the eviden e appears to
on rm: \the entirety of...front-end pro essing are modality spe i and operate independent of the sort of single- hannel entral pro essing that limits
retrieval and the ontrol of a tion. This in ludes not only per eptual analysis
but also storae in STM (short term memory) and whatever may feed ba k
to hange the allo ation of per eptual attention itself." (p. 353)
Pashler des ribes a result dating from the nineteenth entury: mental exertion redu es the amount of physi al for e that a person an apply. He notes
that \This puzzling phenomena remains unexplained." (p. 387). However,
it is an automati onsequen e of the physi s-based theory: reating physial for e by mus le ontra tion requires an e ort that opposes the physi al
tenden ies generated by the S hroedinger equation. This opposing tenden y
is produ ed by the quantum Zeno e e t, and is roughly proportional to the
number of bits per se ond of entral pro essing apa ity that is devoted to
the task. So if part of this pro essing apa ity is dire ted to another task,
then the applied for e will diminish.
Pashler spe ulates on the possibility of a neurophysiologi al explanation
of the fa ts he des ribes, but notes that the parallel, as opposed to serial,
operation of the two me hanisms leads, in the lassi al neurophysiologi al
approa h, to the questions of what makes these two me hanisms so di erent,
and what the onne tion between them is (p.354-6, 386-7)
After analyzing various possible me hanisms that ould ause the entral
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bottlene k, Pashler (p.307-8) says \the question of why this should be the
ase is quite puzzling." Thus the fa t that this bottlene k, and its basi
properties, ome out naturally from the same laws that explain the omplex
empiri al eviden e in the elds of lassi al and quantum physi s, rather than
from some ad ho adjustment of theory to data, means that the theory has
signi ant explanatory power.
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